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REVIEWS 

Lexicon Gregorianum: Worterbuch zu den Schrften Gregors van Nyssa. IV': akq- 
icora, bearbeitet von Friedhelm Mann; herausgegeben von der Forschungsstelle 
Gregor von Nyssa an der Westfalischen Wilhelms-Universitat Miinster unter 

Leitung von Wolf-Dieter Hauschild, Leiden, Brill, 2002. XII + 510 pp. ISBN 
9004125000 LG-004. E 249.00; Lexicon Gregorianum: Wdrterbuch zu den Schiften 
Gregors van Nyssa. V: Kcayaaoq-WKcoxpoo, bearbeitet von Friedhelm Mann; her- 

ausgegeben von der Forschungsstelle Gregor von Nyssa an der Westfalischen 
Wilhelms-Universitat Miinster unter Leitung von Wolf-Dieter Hauschild, 
Leiden, Brill, 2003. X + 560 pp. ISBN 9004125000 LG-005. E 235.00 

In rapid succession to the first three volumes (cf. VigChrist 56 (2002) 300- 

305) the fourth and fifth volume of the Lexicon Gregorianum have been pub- 
lished. The two volumes together cover the lemmata from 4cdr7 to Kloxpo). 
Volume VI, covering the lemmata up to omikron, is foreseen for 2005. 
Moreover the Gregor von Nyssa Forschungsstelle (Miinster) was enabled 
to attract a supplementary researcher in the person of Dr. Savvidis who 
will devote himself to a separate volume comprising the lexicographical 
analysis of the names of Scriptural and historical persons in Gregory's writ- 

ings. All this good news means that the Lexicon Gregorianum is now halfway 
and that it seems a justified hope that Dr. Friedhelm Mann and his team 
will be able to finish this remarkable enterprise within a more than rea- 
sonable timespan. 

Having been working with the first volumes of the LexGreg for some 

years now, to the present reviewer both its scope and quality of execution 
remain remarkable indeed. The LexGreg aims to present the complete lexico- 

logical material of Gregory of Nyssa's writings: with a few exceptions (e.g. 
Kai) Gregory's entire vocabulary is included and for each word all instances 
in which it occurs are listed and quoted. For lemmata such as o40 , 0eio;, 
OEo;, KaXO;, cK6aogo, cKTioa and K-uptog this amounts to entries of thirty, 
forty, fifty or more pages. The structuring of such dazzling wealth of infor- 
mation is achieved by three kinds of subdivisions: (1) according to the 
different meanings of the word; (2) according to grammatical principles; 
(3) according to the specific context and the particular themes a word is 
related to (e.g. when it appears as part of a Scriptural quotation or is used 
in the context of the polemics with Eunomius). Each entry is concluded 

by a section with variae lectiones, listing the cases in which a given word 
does only appear in the critical apparatus of the edition used (in principle 
GNO; in few cases no GNO-edition exists and then the best available one 
is put into service). 

? Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2004 
Also available online - www.brill.nl 
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REVIEWS 

First of all the LexGreg is a philological tool. This means that it can be 
used as a dictionary in the strict sense of the word and as an authoritative 

expert-witness when one is not sure about the interpretation of a word or 

part of a sentence. Morover, being a complete survey of the vocabulary 
of an important author at the end of the fourth century, the LexGreg con- 
stitutes an interesting vantage point to assess the evolution from Classical 
to Byzantine Greek. With his easy use or creation of verbs and substan- 
tives with more than one preposition, Gregory certainly was part of this 
evolution and contributed to it. Examples of this are words such as 
Kxa0)v?pKeitalt (hapax), KaOlctaxvocogat, lKa&uolOpivogLat, ica0xuovo&o. The 

LexGreg also makes it possible to assess with which neologisms Gregory of 

Nyssa enriched the Greek language (the references to LSJ and Lampe are 

helpful in that regard). Interestingly, the part of Gregory's vocabulary laid 
out in LexGreg IV-V also contains some words transliterated from other 

languages: OaXtcO0 (a word from Song of Songs 4,4) and Oapaoei (geographical 
name and kind of gem-always in connection with the LXX-version of 

Jonah 1,3; Ps 47,8; Ez 1,16 and Song of Songs 5,14) transliterate Hebrew 
words Gregory found in his LXX-text of the Old Testament. More inter- 

esting is the word KatiXooi, a transliteration of the Latin word caelum, 
used in Contra Eunomium II, 406, where Gregory writes: ... ilTSeiq oipavov 
xozxo X7yo0ev, soaCaiep 6 'Epaios, 6 'Pogaxios KaiXkoug Koai &xaok 6 Zppos, 6 

MijSoS, 6 Kacga?6la;... (GNO I, p. 344, 1. 28). Together with Basil of 

Caesarea, On the Hol Spirit 29.74 (ed. PG 32, col. 208) this passage is a 

precious testimony for the existence of local dialects in the fourth century 
(see K. Holl, 'Das Fortleben der Volkssprachen in Kleinasien in nach- 
christlicher Zeit', in Gesammelte Aufsdtze zur Kirchengeschichte, II, Tiibingen 
1928, 238-248 and recently S. Mitchell, Anatolia. Land, Men and Gods in Asia 
Minor. I: The Celts in Anatolia and the Impact of Roman Rule, Oxford 1993, 
170-176, passim). On the basis of this passage one may also conclude that 

Gregory knew some Latin words. Apart from vocabulary and neologisms, 
the LexGreg with its divisions indicating different uses of grammar and syn- 
tax is also designed to contribute to other areas of philological research. 

While perusing these two volumes of the LexGreg, one is struck by the 

extraordinary research potential they exhibit. This is evident in the pre- 
sentation in subsections of the raw material pertaining to our author's appli- 
cation of Scriptural quotations and allusions. Another evident field of 
research opened up by the LexGreg is Gregory's metaphorical Christology. 
To supplement the already existing studies one can, inter alia, consult the 
lemma o, which contains subsections on Christ as apXnry6 i; sq roi;, mTnyr 
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Tir 'roij (LexGreg IV, p. 65) and iXitog (LexGreg IV, p. 105 ss.). Of course 
the Lexicon offers plenty of interesting material to study his theology and 

spirituality. More unexpected contributions, though, have to do with the 

study of late antique anatomy and biology (see inter alia the entries flrap 
and iapSia) and of late antique medicine (e.g. iaxp6o and root-related 

words, but also Oe?pio; and derivatives). The study of social history and 

mentality (esp. the theme young/old) is well served by the entry ilkXuia 
while research on topics as diverse as 'early Christians and animals' or 
Christian anthropology might find interesting material brought together 
under, among others, the lemma r(4ov (pp. 68-71 en 71-74 resp.). 

As a matter of fact the Lexicon is also invaluable when it comes to 

commenting on a particular passage or theme. One example may suffice: 
in several pasages, inter alia in the Life of Macrina, the image of the belt is 
used to indicate the practice of ascetical renunciation. The passages brought 
together in the subsection of the lemma C)vqi refer to all the instances of 

Gregory's use of c0vi\ in this sense, thus supplementing W. Speyer, 'Gurtel', 
RAC 12 (1983) 1232-1266, esp. 1258-1261. The lemma Oaijia offers inter- 

esting material to undertake a study of 'Miracles in the writings of Gregory 
of Nyssa'. Moreover the Lexicon-material is divided in subsections which 
are almost tailor-made for such an analysis. An interesting feature of 

Gregory's use of the term miracle, highlighted by the presentation in the 

LexGreg, is that 0a6gta is not limited to the miracles described in the bib- 
lical stories but that miraculous deeds of contemporary persons (his sister 
Macrina, his brother Basil, Gregory the Wonderworker) are also ranked 
as such. This is a consequence of Gregory's hagio-biography in which the 
Old Testament, the New Testament and the Patristic period are consid- 
ered to be a continuum and in which hagio-biography historical persons 
are linked via sunkriseis to biblical characters, as is most evidently done in 

Gregory of Nyssa's panegyric on Basil. 
In sum: the fourth and the fifth volume of the LexGreg exhibit the same 

exceptional standards of almost unsurpassable scholarship as the previous 
ones. One looks eagerly forward to the next volumes, the first of which is 

expected to appear in 2005. 

Faculteit Godgeleerdheid, JOHAN LEEMANS 

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 
St. Michielsstraat 6, 
B-3000 Leuven. 
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